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to the High Court, introduced in 19769,
as well as from the physical and temporal

limitations inherent in the function of
a national final and constitutional court,
which the High Court Is.

The position of the Full Federal Court
as effectively the last word on disputed
questions of federal taxation law was
implicit in the approac~of Mason CJ,
announcing the refusal of special leave to
appeal to the High Court in Commissioner
of Taxation v Westfie/cj1D. Mason CJ then

said that special leave to appeal from the
Full Federal Court would only be given In
taxation appeals in "exceptional cases".

Whilst the discretion inherent In special
leave decisions, as provided by law, is
not shackled and a steady flow of federal
taxation appeals still comes to the High
Court, the indication of Mason CJ has
generally been bome out by the practice
of succeeding panels of the High Court,
on special leave days, over the past
two decades.

Special leave to appeal to the HIgh Court

is, as described, special. Although for many
decades, the High Court was both the
first and final court of appeal In Australian

federal taxation cases, consistent with the
constitutional functions of the High Court
and Its ever-expanding workload both on

appeal and in its original jurisdiction, there
will be no retum to that arrangement.

Justice Graham Hill was therefore<:orrect

to perceive, and identify, these realities.
Rightly, he acknowledged that the creation

of the Federal Court of Australia, as
a general federal Court, and the effective

finality of taxation rulings by its Full Court,
imposed on it an added obligation to

ensure that it decided controversies in

"In early times administrative appeals wenl to
special Taxation Boards of Review. comprised
usually of a lawyer, an accountant and chaired by
aformer taxation official. Judicial appeals went
lfll'ecUy 10 the HiQh Court and later to the Supreme
Court. Those two avenues are now reflected in
administrative review of an objected decision by
the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (MT) and
appeal to the Federal Court of Australia".

Taxatio~. Later, in March 2007, I enjoyed
the considerable privilege of being Invited
by the Taxation Institute of Australia
to deliver the first Justice Graham Hill
Memorial Speech at the InstitUte's annual
conference in HobartS.

Graham Hili was one of the most brilliant
and distinguished of the Judges who have
served on the Federal Court of Australia.
In his own writings, he recounted the way
in which that Court had come to' play an
Integral part, both at trial and on appeal,
In the elucidation and application of
Australian taxation law. Thus, in his essay
~Whatdo we Expect from Judges in Tax
Cases?'olI he recounted the changing design
of Australia's federal taxation appellate
process. He explained how, for more than
fifty years, there had been two avenues of
~appealQ in taxation cases In this country:
an administrative and a judicial one.

As he wrote7:

Justice Hill was proud of his service in the
Federal Court where he sat continuously
from 1989 until his death. In his essay,
he defended the Federal Court, both In

its trial and appellate work. Correctly, he
recognised that, for most cases involving
federal taxation law in Australia, the
Federal Court was ~in essence the court
of last resort"B. This followed from the

universal system of special leave to appeal
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Success of the Federal Court: From the

perspective of the High Court of Australia,
I can understand feelings of concern
about perceived unevenness in appellate

decisions, inconsistency of approach
and anxiety that particular decisions will
depend upon the JUdges constituting the
trial or Intermediate court. After nearly
twelve years of service on the High Court
and nearly 23 years as an appellate judge,
I have a fair understanding of this concern.
However, it relates to a problem that, to
some degree, Is inherent in any human

system of justice and in anx co!Jrt.

The creation of a specialist federal tax
court would presumably conform to the
requirements of tenure and independence

mandated by Ch III of the Constitution.
Once appointed. federal judges are not
easily removed. Indeed, none has ever
been removed by the Parliament. Variations
in abllity, diligence, collegiality and
attitudes are inherent in the independence
of our courts and the modes of

appointment that we observe in Australia.
However. overwhelmingly, the judges
appointed to federal (as well as State and

Territory) judicial office are tested and
well reputed lawyers, normally of relevant
suitability for appointment, experience

and ability.

ARGUMENTS AGAINST A SPECIALISED
COURT

Law R\"!form Commission, my involvement
in the life of the Federal Court was limited
and It was overtaken by my later career.
I believe that I can address the notion of
a specialised federal taxation court with
appropriate-dispassion: looking at it from
an institutional and functional perspective

free of personal loyalties. My view is that
such a specialised court would be an
undesirable development. I will say why.

:~ :~

It is healthy for specialist lawyers

(or other professionals) occasionally

to have to justify settled Wf!¥S of

thinking

/ /

~~ !~.
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work as a practitioner, judge and educator
in the field of taxation law. The second
appeared to be somewhat antithetical and
in conflict with his own expressed opinion,
recorded in the published essay that 1have
mentioned.

Many of the participants in Hobart
privately (and some publicly) expressed

a strong conviction that a specialist
taxation court should be created to replace
the Federal Court of Australia in this

respect If taxation law could not secure the
stable excellence of the High Court itself,
so It was suggested, there was need for
a new specialist federal court of taxation
trials and appeals in Australia to replace
the role the Federal Court has played and'
to bring consistency and uniform quality
(as ltwas expressed to me) into curial
taxation decisions.

In his article, Justice HlII acknowledged
that there were "unfortunate examplesn of
inconsistent decisions as between different
panels of the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal that gave rise to corrective
resolution of points of law by Full Courts
of the Federal Court16• He acknowledged
U rare cases where differently constituted
Full Courts [of the Federal Court] have
given apparently inconsistent decisions'>11.

However, he mentioned the ways adopted
within the Federal Court to constitute
special benches to resolve such
inconslstencies'8.

I was unsurprised to hear the praise of
Justice Hill; but I confess to feeling some
surprise over the strongly expressed views
I heard about the supposed need for a new
special federal tax court.

For a short tlme before my appointment
to the New South Wales Court of Appeal,
I myself served as a Judge of the Federal
Court of Australia'9, However, as I was then
concurrently the Chairman of the Australian

~'~~orrectly11,However, what is
~in.the law is often a matter of

dispute.
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the appointments to the

ourt of Australia have been of
1dard. Appointment to that court
rewed in the Australian legal
1 as a considerable professional
'As in any court, there are

disappointments and (rare)
'et, viewed from the perspective

since the Federal Court
'as first created20 out of

mants of the Australian (formerly
bnwealth) Industrial Court and the
~deral Bankruptcy Court, Its judges
',mad a generally high reputation for
'e-~al Court by the quality, evenness

~ii~ess of their judicial work.

th~,start, as Justice Hill himself
out21 , the Federal Court has always
.~ s,ignificant cohort of lawyers

,erfence in Australian federal
i)~w. The first Chief Judge, Sir Nigel

~<Id such experience when at the
qidothers:

,er of jUdges on the court did practice
~Iy In taxation mailers. Apart from myself,

"I Could be made of Davies J, certainly one
lost prominenl taxation practllioners in
ne and aformer member of the Taxation

cif Review No 2; lockhart and Beaumont JJ,
had an enviable reputation in taxation

Jenkinson, French, O'loughlin and
'JJ OIten appeared or advised In taxation
their respective States, and, 01 course,

cif other Judges appeared occasionally In
Three judges, D'loughlin, N{chol~n JJ

;self have held office In the lnstilule, two as
',alpresidenls".

given time the Federal Court has
. included judges with specialist

c.e in federal taxation law. It would
,;I~us to narne them all, but amongst
'~PPointees,Edmonds J, Young J
l~slgned) and Gordon J are obvious
?Ie;s. Ministers with powers of
itment and their officials know the
1.11ce of maintaining this seam of
is,e'.within the Federal Court

. from the perspective of the High

Is common to see, In taxation
,that ajudge with specific
ce in taxation law Is normally

dc:ipant (and leading writer) in appeals
~"cases. Internal arrangements for
;onstitution of Full Federal Courts
Ire their participation. Similarly, first

~ce cases commonly involve jUdges

with experience in taxation law. Not all
judges, including of the Federal Court,
find taxation work interesting or congenial.

The statute is now of horrendous length.
It is easy to lose one's way, especially
Without the assistance of skilled and
knowledgeable lawyers. The participation

in tax appeals of at least one expert judge
is normally desirable. In my experience, this
is ordinarily assured by the participation of

members from the Tax Panels constituted
within the Federal Court. It may come as
a hurtful surprise, but I do not doubt that
some jUdges of the Federal Court, who are
not experts In tax law, are just as happy
when they are not assigned to taxation
appeals. Never once, in my experience
on the High Court have I been tempted, In
a taxation appeal to which I have not been
rostered, to follow the robust practice of
Starke J in the 1930s and to order: "Pull up
my chair". .

When specialist insiders criticise
a particular decision; perceive
inconsistency in reasoning as between
decisions; or feel that an individL,ial case
did not secure the ~A team" (as they

might describe itl. they should reflect on
the generally uniform and high quality of
the judicial work of the Federal Court. In
its relatively short life, it has more than
achieved the high expectations held of it by
those who established it.

Role of generalists: In any case,
especially in appeals to multi-member
benches, there is a role for generalist
lawyers and a danger in constituting
a court exclusively of speCialists.

As President of the New South Wales
Court of Appeal, it was my function,
every month, to deploy the judges In that
court for the ensuing month. I observed
a number of rules Which were discussed
with my colleagues. They Included an
endeavour to vary the constitution ,of the
court for particular appeals so as to ensure
a fair mixture of participation in large and
small cases; important and minor ones;
interesting and predictably boring ones;
and cases In which judges had expert legal

knowledge and those In which they had
no expert acquaintance. My experience
was that sharing of the labour in such ways
made for better outcomes.

The common law system works,
SUbstantially, by means of analogical
reasoning. Judges will see pathways to

; .
elucidation of a legalproblem by analogy
with the solutions offered in different cases
which bear some analogical similarity.

Although most Income taxation law involves
statutory interpretation, the construction of

federal legislation often invokes common
Iiries of reasoning. Knowledge of other
federal laws (or of similar State laws) or

of the common law can spark Ideas, or
suggest advance or caution, which a person

with limited and only speCialist experience
might not immediately perceive.

It is healthy for specialist lawyers (or other
professionals) occasionally to have to
justify settled ways of thinking. The modern
process of institutional law reform grew
out of a recognition that the legislature
needed assistance, generally from lawyers
themselves, but also from others, in
identifying defeots, inconsistencies and
injustices in the law so that they can be
rectified. In appellate Judging, this process
Is more likely to occur effectively if at least
one member of the Court is viewIng the
problem from outside the field of specialty
and questioning assumptions that other
specialist colleagues take for granted.

In his book, Why Societies Need. Dissent22,

Professor Cass Sunstein of the University
of Chicago points to the value which
such questioning brings to judicial and
other decision-making. It internalises and
institutionalises a process of effective
review23 • It helps to ensure that a small
and sometimes opinionated group of
experts accommodates to a healthy edge
of self~criticism.Thus, whilst expertise in
a field of law is essential, and contributes
to consistency of outcomes and effICiency
of dispositions, non~expertisefulfils
different but equally Important qualities
that contribute to the assurance of open~
mindedness, self-questioning and true
impartiality. These too are hallmarks of the
Judicial performance in Australian courts.
The creation of a generalist Federal Court
permits such a mixture of talents, certainly
in appeals. The creatio11 <If a specialist
tax court might sometimes enhance
consistency, efficiency and speed of

determinatl<ln but at a loss of introspection
and self-<:rlticism that would -be regrettable.

InstItutional remove: The arrangements
for the appointment of judges to the
Federal Court and for the assignment of
particular cases within that court help
assure that the decision~makertruly
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and questioning assumptions that other 
specialist colleagues take for granted. 

In his book, Why Societies Need. Dissent22, 

Professor Cass Sun stein of the University 
of Chicago points to the value which 
such questioning brings to judicial and 
other decision-making. It internalises and 
institutionalises a process of effective 
review23. It helps to ensure that a small 
and sometimes opinionated group of 
experts accommodates to a healthy edge 
of self~criticism. Thus, whilst expertise in 
a field of law is essential, and contributes 
to consistency of outcomes and effICiency 
of dispositions, non~expertise fulfils 
different but equally Important qualities 
that contribute to the assurance of open~ 
mindedness, self~questioning and true 
impartiality. These too are hallmarks of the 
judicial performance in Australian courts. 
The creation of a generalist Federal Court 
permits such a mixture of talents, certainly 
in appeals. The creation of a speCialist 
tax court might sometimes enhance 
consistency, efficiency and speed of 

determination but at a loss of introspection 
and self-<:riticism that would -be regrettable. 

InstItutional remove: The arrangements 
for the apPOintment of judges to the 
Federal Court and for the assignment of 
particular cases within that court help 
assure that the decision~maker truly 
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Ited by the federal government

,£Ian interest in Its outcomes.
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- '. officers once appointed. However,

of large scale litigation, ';"'ith
performers who become known to

,,:6 of limited numbers, the risk of the
ranee (or actuality) that other litigants
~'taxpayers)would be, and appear
btiislders is a real one. Ensuring
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;f judges, including many Who have
'" :Ial ~amillarity to or affinity with the

~_Iitigantsor issues in taxation

"i~"desirableboth for the actuality
5pe~ranceof impartial justice In
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"'{~~~rs ago, some State magistrates

ne:Jor appeared to become) too
,the police because of the practical
;ration that their days were

In repeated familiarity of litigation
the same police prosecutors
ietimes even travelled with the
eto country towns on circuit.

the jUdicial pool and the more
the composition of a court. the

will be the chance that jUdges
Ie to cases without any actual

iected "fonn". In courts of small

's;such reputational considerations
lcome 'known to repeat players.

.. a court of the size of the Federal

Court, it-may be inescapable. However,
it would be Inevitable that a specialist
taxation court would be constituted by

a much smaller pool of jUdges. In larger
numbers, there is a greater practical
chance that truly impartial decision-making
will prevail. So-called Rexpertise" can
sometimes amount to little more than fixed

attitudes. In larger numbers lies a greater
probability of successfully challenging
transient orthodoxy and subjecting
specialist assumptions to the scrutiny of
non-experts.

In my earliest days as a young lawyer,
I remember how impressed I was
when a decision of the High Court
overturned years of assumptions about

the interpretation of the Workers'
Compensation Act 1926 {NSW)Z5. It was

an Interpretation that had been universally
regarded as correct in many decisions .

of the specialist Workers' Compensation
Commission. When read, the reasoning
of the High Court, reversing the settled
thinking, was compelling. It demonstrated
to my young mind the value of having non
experts look at issues from time to time so
as to haul the experts back to the text of
the statute26 • It is a lesson that I have never
forgotten. It applies equally to the very
function of courts and to their contribution
to upholding the rule of law as expressed
in the federal statutes in which the relevant
law Is contained.

Relation to general law: There is
a particular reason in federal income
taxation law for avoiding the creation of
a specialist court. It Is that taxation law
necessarily Involves courts In elucidating
and applying concepts of the general
law as they impinge on the operation
of taxation statutes. Much tax law
depends on accurate fact finding, a skill
not confined to taxation law experts.
But sometimes Important questions of
legal doctrine are at stake. Thus, many
important decisions of the High Court, and
also the Federal Court, have involved an
understanding of general legal concepts
which is enhanced by the Involvement of
taxation specialists with lawyers of broad

training and experience, Including judges
with such varied backgrounds.

Instances of this point may be illustrated
by a glance at decisions in taxation
cases concerned with such concepts as

goodwill21; royalties2B; assignmentsZ9; and

various concepts in the field of company
lawD• There are many other Instances.
In some of them the High Court itself

divided on the resolution of the issues. That
is of the nature of such contests. However,

for a full appreciation of the dimension of
the contests, there can be no doubt that
a broad and deep experience in the law,
especially In property law,is important for
the ~correct.. fulfilment of the role of a court

in taxation cases.

A danger of a specialist court is that it
may be cut off. in personnel, physical
propinquity and attitudes from the general

developments that are happening in the
law more broadly, as for example in the
principal legal task of courts today - the
Interpretation of contested legislatlon31 •

The work of the Federal Court, in the
approach to the construction of federal
legislation, and in the application of
federal administrative law generally,
ensures a background of experience that
is beneficial for tax litigation. It would be
lost or diminished by committing federal
taxation law to a specialist tax co~rt.

In his article to which I earlier referred,
Justice Hill mentioned the problems that
can arise where Issues are presented to
specialist judges with little knowledge
about their complexity. He instanced
the many difficult questions of property
law that can now arise in practice in the
field of family laW'2. a value of a larger
generalist court is that a judge. unfamiliar
with a particular field of law, generally has
available informal discussions with several
trusted professional colleagues who can
put him or her on the correct path to an
accurate legal understanding of the issue.

Infrastructure costs: Self-evidently, the
creation of specialist courts could not
stop at a special federal taxation court.
From time to time, demands are made
for a specialised intellectual property
court. The creation of the Australian
Industrial Relations Court (never formally
abollshed33) was justified, at the time,
by the need to have judges experienced in,
and empathetic with, industrial relations.

As Justice Hill pointed out, that court was
created follOWing criticism of decisions
in secondary boycott cases. An arguably
preferable solution might have been to
alter the substantive and procedural law
or to .create a specialised division within
the Federal Court34• Following a change of
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various concepts in the field of company 
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The isolatIon of Industrial courts and,
to some extent, of family courts, though

doubtless well-intentioned, may not
neceSsarily have been in the best interests
of the administration of justice in the
long haul. The role of industrial courts
and tribunals in Australia is undergoing

re·evaiuation in the light of recent decisions
of the High Court of Australia38• There may

one day be an occasion for review of their
separate existence. At some stage, the
separation of the Family Court of Australia
may warrant reconsideration of the
reconstitution of that court as a division of
a generalist Federal Court. (There Is already
an overlap with the jurisdiction and powers
of the Federal Magistrates Court)•

One separate superior court that has
proved very successful is the Land and
Environment Court of New South Wales.
However, the isolation of that court from the
judicial mainstream (and from a direct line
of appeal, under the Constitution, to the
High courfl9) suggests that (especially with
State courts) the establishment of special
courts is not to be encouraged. The unity
of the law in Australia Is one of the great
blessings of the Constitution. To that unity
of law, the integrated judicature makes an
indispensable contribution.

CONCLUSIONS
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It is for the foregoing reasons that I would
reject the Idea that a special federal
taxation court or taxation court of appeals
should be established, separate from the
Federal Court of Australia.

Within the Federal Court, and outside
it, there is an ongoing debate concerning

the appellate arrangements. Those
arrangements, which follow the Full Court
mode of sharing appellate work amongst
the trial judges. look increasingly old
fashioned. In Australia today, specialised
appellate courts have been created in
New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland,
Western Australia, and to some extent In
the Australian Capital Territory and the
Northern Territory. As well, the Family
Court of Australia has its own separately
constituted appellate structure40•

I have long held the view that appellate
judging requires differenhkills and
different institutional arrangements41 • The

general belief is that the quality, accuracy
and efficiency of decision-making in
appeals improve when that function is

.~"

." ~; ~

appeals of general importance will arise,
warranting a grant of special leave by the
High Court. Whereas a steady stream of
appeals comes to the High Court from the

generalist Federal Court of Australia, the
number of appeals from the Family Court of
Australia is typically quite confined36•

Judicial satIsfaction: a feature of modern
judicial life, which was not common In

the past, Is the incidence of early judicial
retirement. To some extent, this has come
about by reason of the increased and
unrelenting pressure of the work of judicial
officers; the unrelieved media, political and
other attacks that were not a feature of
earlier times; and the increased perception
by lawyers that a legal life can be
successful, and certainly more profitable,
without judicial appointment.

In recent decades there has been
a growing appreciation of the stresses of

judiciallife3'1. a subject not spoken of in

earlier more buttoned up times. One feature

of judicIal service that can make it more

congenial is a variety of experience. Mass

litigation involving repeated consideration
and determination of SUbstantially similar

problems may be less stimulating and

satisfying than a variety of engagements.

Moreover, mixing and working with lawyers

of different backgrounds, experience and

interests can be stimulating in a way that life

within a narrow professional cocoon Is not.

Whilst it is not society's particuiar
obligation to create a cosy environment
in which jUdges are to work, experience
teaches that variety of deployment can
enhance job satisfaction and thus the
quality and speed of judicial outputs. This
is a reason for avoiding specialist courts;
appointing judges to generalist courts;
and then deploying them in ways that are

,suitable to their expertise and (so far as
possible) congenial, varied and stimulating.

Within the Federal Court the

appellate arrangements look

increasingiy old fashioned in

Australia today
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